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(Bangladesh) In Brief 
Bangladesh is located on the fertile Bengal delta of South-Asia, which we call a bridge 
between ASEAN and South-Asia.  
Bangladesh has the world's eighth-largest population  
with more than 160 million people and the world renowned city of Dhaka is its capital 
- one of the world's largest cities.  
 
Bangladesh is also known as "the land of rivers".  
  
Bangladesh is identified as a Next Eleven economy by Goldman Sachs and according to 
the United Nations in 2010 
 
the country is making major strides in human development, including significant 
progress in the areas of gender equity, universal primary education, the 
empowerment of women, reducing population growth, food production, health and 
renewable energy. Bangladesh is leading in Renewable Energy (Solar) at the moment 
in the developing countries with over 2.8 Million Solar home systems. 
  
 



(Bangladesh) In Brief 
  
Bangladesh is a pioneer and founding member of SAARC (South Asian 
Association for Regional Cooperation).  
 
It is the world’s largest contributor to United Nations peacekeeping 
operations. It is a founding member of the Developing 8 
Countries and BIMSTEC, and a member of the Commonwealth of 
Nations, the OIC, the NAM and the G-77. 
  
Dramatic increase in foreign direct investment in Bangladesh. The 
Industry growth rate is colossal with Bangladesh now as the 2nd largest 
exporter of Apparels to over 120 countries of the world after China, as 
reported by WTO. 
 



MICE Information 

Bangladesh is an important destination for Business & Tourism 
 
Connectivity  
 National Airlines Biman Bangladesh Airlines flies to 22 countries 
 38 International airlines have directs to  Bangladesh  
 Some of them have 2-3 flights daily 
 
Accommodation  
 Dhaka  boosts a range of renowned branded 5 Star to 2 Star Hotels   
 Dhaka, the political as well as the Business capital of Bangladesh boasts a range for every traveler. 
 Further 2,000 rooms are planned to be added in the next 2-3 years 
 further big brands like Six Seasons, St Regis, Four Points by Sheraton, Courtyard by Marriott, Hyatt     
and Crown Plaza are expressing interest or have already signed to manage hospitality properties 
in Bangladesh 
Venue 
 Dhaka has excellent venues and hotels for National & International Meetings, Conferences, 

Conventions, Exhibitions and other World sport events 
 

 



MICE Information 

We welcome delegates for MICE Technical tours 

Although not having a well-defined structure for 
MICE, Bangladesh Tourism Board supports MICE in 
Bangladesh and also supports the Organizers of 
events in Bangladesh 

Various activities besides Business and also holds 
Cultural programs for MICE delegates 

Bangladesh Tourism Board coordinates with Tour 
operators to arrange Post Convention / Exhibition 
tours for MICE delegates 

 

 



MICE Information 

Bangladesh has a strategic position in Asia Pacific whereby businesses 
from South Asia, EU, China, South Korea see great potential. 
 
With cheap labor and a fairly secure environment, Bangladesh has 
become a low-cost manufacturing hub and many businesses from 
neighboring countries have even relocated to Bangladesh.  
 Bangladesh is also the 2nd largest Apparel exporter in the world after 
China exporting US$ 21 Billion to over 120 countries worldwide. 
 
This has created a demand for organizing of more Conventions and 
Business-2-Business Trade Exhibitions thus giving a great boost to 
MICE Tourism.  
 

 



1. The MICE Industry in my Country 

 Numerous events of culture and trade taking place in Bangladesh 

 

A good number of MICE arrivals in the country per events  

 

Bangladesh Tourism Board itself organized 11th SAARC Trade & Tourism Mart in 2012 

 

Mega Sports Event  organized in Bangladesh  

 

ICC Cricket World Cup-2011 where Bangladesh Tourism Board was the Official Partner  

 

Recently ICC World Twenty 20-2014 held in Bangladesh. Bangladesh Tourism Board acted as the 

Official Partner of the Event 

 

Apart from the above, Bangladesh also hosted the important Cricket `Asia Cup 2014’ earlier this year 

prior to the  `ICC World Twenty20 Cricket World Cup 2014’ 

 

These highlight Bangladesh’s infrastructure and organizing strengths and capabilities to hold all kinds 

of MICE events ranging from International Conventions / Exhibitions to World Cup events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Current state of MICE in country  - 

what % of MICE visitors from international visitors, 
or is it 

mainly domestic MICE, MICE receipts (what % of  
tourism 

receipts) 
  

Tourist arrivals in Bangladesh exceeded 0.65 Million in 
2012, out of which almost 50% were MICE visitors.  

 

A study indicates annual growth rate in tourist arrivals in 
Bangladesh would go beyond 1.4 Million by year 2020, 
as Bangladesh can become a single destination like 
Malaysia, Maldives and Singapore.  

 

 

 



 

Current state of MICE in country  

   
Domestic Travel & Tourism Spending in Bangladesh is 

over US$ 4.7 Billion. 

The country has seen a tremendous growth in the last decade as the 

Travel & Tourism spending in 2004 was around US$ 2.8 

Billion. 

MICE arrivals from China increased by over 15%. This significant 

increase was  due to increased trade relations between the 2 

countries. 

 

 



• Positive factors that would encourage organizers to bring MICE 

events to my country 

 

 Excellent geographical location in South-Asia and Bangladesh can 

also be termed as a bridge between South-Asia and ASEAN. 

 Venue and Hotel tariffs reasonable for MICE events compared to 

other neighboring countries 

 Excellent infrastructure and communication available 
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• Positive factors that would encourage organizers to bring MICE 

events to my country 

 

 Highly experienced Event Organizers operate in Bangladesh 

capable of handling events of any magnitude 

  Easy accessibility with flights from all continents flying into Dhaka 

 Bangladesh extends On-arrival visas to over 40 countries and even 

if Visa required, Visas are issued with ease by Bangladesh Missions 

abroad conveniently usually within one working day  
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• Positive factors that would encourage organisers to bring MICE 

events to my country 

 
 Bangladesh was listed by `Lonely Planet’ as the Best Value Destination in 2011. Known to 

be the country in South Asia offering the best combination of sightseeing for a MICE 

traveller.  Ranging from the lush green Rain forests to Historical places & Monuments, 

From the Beautiful Mountains with Tribal people to the Sundarbans with the enchanting 

Royal Bengal Tiger – the World largest Mangrove forest and a UNESCO World heritage site, 

From the renowned Hundreds of Serpentine Rivers to Cox’s Bazaar - the Worlds Longest 

Sandy Sea Beach. Bangladesh has a combination which would leave a traveller 

spellbound.  

 As stated above, apart from Business, there are excellent places to visit in Bangladesh at  

very reasonable packages for Sighseeing tours which makes Bangladesh a perfect MICE 

destination.  
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How we support MICE organisers 

BTB MICE wing is underway to open 

 

BTB has been supporting MICE Organizers through providing support for 

MICE delegates, Participations through revenue in MICE events and 

also Financial Sponsorships for renowned events hosted by 

Bangladesh. 

 

Bangladesh Tourism Board (BTB) has also been eyeing new avenues to 

further 

boost MICE organizers and boost Bangladesh as a MICE Destination in 

the 

sub-continent.  
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How we support MICE organisers 

 

BTB recently has supported / sponsored Motorsport events in Bangladesh 

with a vision of attracting International participation in such events by 

participants from other countries in the future. 

 

Motorsport generates huge volumes by participants / visitors in other 

countries and BTB is now looking at forming a 5 year strategy attracting 

International visitors through other events besides promoting 

Bangladesh through Conventional MICE Tourism. 
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SUCCESS  CHALLENGES  
 

Venue and Hotel tariffs reasonable for MICE 

events compared to other neighboring 

countries 

 

Image as a MICE Destination  

Excellent infrastructure and communication 

available 

Lack of awareness about MICE and its 

benefits  

Highly experienced Event Organizers 

operate in Bangladesh capable of handling 

events of any magnitude 

Absence of proper regulatory framework  

Easy accessibility with flights from all 

continents flying into Dhaka 

Further investments and upgrading in MICE 

sector. 
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SUCCESS CHALLENGES  

Bangladesh extends On-arrival visas to 

over 54 countries and even if Visa 

required, Visas are issued with ease by 

Bangladesh Missions abroad 

conveniently usually within a day  

Lack of Government funding and  

initiatives for MICE development 

and capacity building 

The Main and busiest International airport 

of the country in Dhaka known as `Hazrat 

Shahjalal International Airport’ has been 

renovated and currently has a capacity of 

handling over 8 Million passengers per 

annum 

Unique and authentic experience for the 

tourists  

Exploring natural, cultural, historical places of 

visit with such warm hospitality for which 

Lonely Planet in 2008 and 2011 ranked 

Bangladesh as the most value tourist 

destination  

 



• Do you have a national MICE Strategy – i.e. government 

policies and NTO business plans that are focused on 

developing MICE business? 

 

 

Bangladesh Tourism Board (BTB) is in the midst of structuring a 

well-defined MICE Division within its authority and will be 

developing a 5-year strategy to promote MICE Tourism 
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 Your MICE Market Priorities – which of the M, I, C and E is most 

important to your country, and Source Markets 

 M = corporate meetings; I = incentive trips (reward /motivation trips 

for high achievers); C = association congresses and conventions; E 

= Exhibitions 

 

International Conventions, Exhibitions, World renowned Sports events 

are our highest priorities. Bangladesh Tourism Board focuses on 

sourcing from North America, UK, EU, China, ASEAN, South Korea and 

Japan 
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• Supporting agencies of MICE and their roles – who is in charge 

of MICE development and what is/are its/their roles 

 

At the moment, there is a lack of Supporting agencies of MICE in 

Bangladesh. 

 

MICE development is mainly taken care of by Bangladesh Tourism 

Board and its appointed Event & Advertising Agency, who works with 

International Event Organizers to further develop MICE in the country 

and organizing Road Shows in other countries and through 

participation in Tourism Exhibitions worldwide 
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• MICE Resource allocation (HR + Program) –  

 how many staff are dedicated to MICE industry 

 what are their roles 

 do you have a budget to promote your country as a MICE 

destination 

 

Not having a well-defined structure to promote MICE tourism, however, 

Bangladesh Tourism Board has been promoting MICE tourism through 

its dedicated Event & Advertising Agency, with an event to event 

budgeting for MICE from its Overall Annual budget allocated for 

promoting tourism by the `Ministry of Tourism, Government of the 

People’s Republic of Bangladesh’. 
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2. MICE Destination Marketing 

• Please describe how you promote your country as a 

destination for MICE events to international organisers- 

 

Bangladesh Tourism Board has been promoting MICE tourism through 

its dedicated Event & Advertising Agency by organizing Roads shows 

in other countries, One-to-One meetings with International 

Organziers, 

Meetings with Tourism and MICE Bureau’s of other countries and 

participation in International Tourism Conventions & Exhibitions. 
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3. MICE Capacity Building 

• What initiatives and programmes are undertaken by your 

country to ensure service, product and overall development in 

the MICE industry? 

 

 

Not having a well-defined structure for MICE Tourism, Bangladesh 

Tourism Board depends on the expertise of the well-organized and 

highly experienced Event Organizers operating in Bangladesh who 

have their own budgets to further strengthen their MICE capabilities 

and services  
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Future Plans for MICE in country 

Bangladesh Tourism Board (BTB) is in process of presenting a 

proposal to the `Ministry of Tourism – Government of the People’s 

Republic of Bangladesh’ to form a MICE Division within the BTB. 

 

Once having established a proper and well-defined MICE Division 

within its authority, BTB looks forward to further promote Bangladesh 

as a favorable MICE destination for  Asian and ASEAN events. 
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